ISPO AWARD
RECIPIENTS 2015/2016
Every year ISPO honors the most exceptional products of the sports industry with the ISPO AWARD. ISPO itself is far more than a display of new products. It is the leading international platform for the entire sports business. Many decision makers and creative minds behind the brands meet at the show.

The ISPO AWARD consists of a total of three divisions: Products, Asian Products and Communication. The Product division is divided into the five segments: Action, Outdoor, Ski, Performance and Health & Fitness which each are again divided into product-specific categories. The segments Communication and Asian Products are also divided into several categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIVISIONS</th>
<th>Products</th>
<th>Asian Products</th>
<th>Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEGMENTS</td>
<td>Action, Outdoor,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ski, Performance,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health &amp; Fitness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| CATEGORIES         |                   |                  | Several Categories

**Products:** Innovative sports products from all segments.

**Asian Products:** This division offers up and coming sporting goods companies headquartered in Asia an independent, objective platform with an opportunity to enter their products for evaluation.

**Communication:** The division for creative projects revolving around sports. Agencies, marketing departments, graphic designers or photographers, all of whom play an essential role in the development and the image of the sports industry, are able to enter their projects for this competition.

An independent, international jury evaluated the entries for each individual division and selected the best entries to be honored with the following titles:

**ISPO AWARD PRODUCT OF THE YEAR** - for the best overall product, selected from the GOLD WINNERS of each segment.

**ISPO AWARD ASIAN PRODUCT OF THE YEAR** - for the best Asian product within the group of GOLD WINNERS.

**ISPO AWARD COMMUNICATION OF THE YEAR** - for the overall most creative project within the group of GOLD WINNERS

**ISPO AWARD GOLD WINNER** - for the best project/best product within a category.

**ISPO AWARD WINNER** - for additional projects/products within a category deserving an award.

This year the independent Eco Responsibility jury panel chose one product to receive the **ISPO AWARD ECO ACHIEVEMENT** due to its significant commitment to sustainability.
LUUV
LUUV

LUUV is a camera stabilizer for action cams and smartphones. Videos captured by handheld cameras usually contain significant camera shake, causing many frames to be blurry. By mounting a camera onto LUUV, every user is now able to shoot smooth and shake-free videos. LUUV is tailored for outdoor sports and combines advanced professional steady-cam technology with high user-friendliness, making it a great tool for all everyday activities.

Hall A1 / Booth BN10

ZELERITAZ RACING SPORTS

DWS - DETACHABLE SPEED SKATING WHEELS SYSTEM

DWS Z1 is a sleek, streamlined, high-performance and eco-friendly wheel system that weighs less than 155 grams, yet it's highly durable due to its unique aluminum rim. The wheel has unparalleled strength and speed. Additionally, it requires less material and time to replace. The elimination of a non-recyclable plastic core makes the process of changing wheels better for the environment and it's revolutionizing the skating industry.

Hall A3 / Booth 242

HYDE

WINGMAN

The Hyde Wingman is the first inflation vest designed for swimmers, surfers, and paddlers. It's the sleekest and most functional life vest on the market, offering features like a hydration pouch, zipped pocket and modular packing system. Its patented design includes Hyde’s Tripper Bursting Zipper which allows for easy deflation and rearming. The low profile fit creates minimal drag for swimmers and maximum range of motion for paddlers.

Hall A1 / Booth BN 33

YES.

THE 20/20 POWDERHULL

PowderHull combines two distinct rocker lines creating, when blended together, a pronounced base concave at either end. This concave shape reacts differently when riding in powder. At the leading end, the concave draws air under the board causing lift and floatation. At the tail, the exaggerated rocker line down the center speeds the release of snow, causing the tail to drop. Perfect planing angle is achieved going switch or regular.

Hall A1 / Booth 203-205 + 520
Dador Quantum is the world’s first Climatex drysuit for stand-up paddling. The athlete is never too cold, never too wet and never too warm.

The Furnace Carbon combines the best customized neoprene qualities and a uniquely engineered entry system.

NFX2 is the most technically advanced cylindrical goggle ever made, featuring Swift Lock Technology with an injected lens.

PRISM backpacks offer a unique modular solution with optimal protection, comfort and durability features.

The PRO-X Knee-Shin Guard uses G-Form proprietary impact technology. It’s flexible, lightweight and CE-1621 certified.

Highback are produced with 40% Ramie fiber: a light, natural and renewable material that grows in the manufacturer’s country.
LA SPORTIVA

**G2 SM**

Developed in cooperation with Simone Moro, G2 SM is an ultra thermal, dual-layer shoe for extreme mountaineering. Maximum water resistance is provided by the gaiter lining and the inner insulation package. The Cordura® fabric guarantees abrasion resistance. Volume and weight are minimized by the Honeycomb Tech midsole. The inner shell uses the exclusive quick lacing BOA® system for maximum user-friendliness and a precise fit.

Hall B5 / Booth 204

---

KATADYN

**KATADYN BASE CAMP PRO 10L**

The new Katadyn Base Camp Pro 10L offers fastest flow rate, largest capacity and hydration bladder compatibility. It easily converts into a camp shower using the unique Katadyn Shower Adaptor. With an incredibly fast two-liter/minute flow rate, the new 0.2-micron Ultra Flow Filter Technology provides a quick turnaround from natural water source to a clean, drinkable water supply without backflushing. Ideal for larger groups.

Hall A6 / Booth 524

---

SEALSKINZ

**NEOPRENE HALO OVERSHOE**

A 4 Lumen hi-powered LED light built into the rear of the neoprene overshoe emits a bright light visible from over 500m, ensuring you are seen when out and about in low light. Switch between flashing or continuous to adjust the way you are illuminated. Close-fitting with silicone leg gripper and Kevlar heel and toe for wear resistance. Hard-wearing neoprene material with storm flap inside the side entry’s high quality YKK lockable zip.

Hall B3 / Booth 212

---

BILLABONG

**APEX BOA PACK**

The Apex BOA Pack incorporates world-first innovation with the use of the BOA System and the best of fabrication supplied by Cordura. It’s a multi-purpose pack of the highest quality construction and fabrication, with the ability to be used in three different formats. The pack’s features include BOA closure, a stowaway rain cover, a detachable and drainable wetsuit storage system, laptop/tablet and passport sleeves, a fin storage and a welded waterproof pocket.

Hall A2 / Booth 107+201
This new Merino Air Baselayer is a fusion of sustainably sourced materials and technological innovation. The result is a garment with exceptional environmental and performance properties. It offers outstanding warmth for its weight, is more breathable and better fitting than conventional Merino baselayers and it maintains the natural odor-fighting properties of wool.

Hall A2 / Booth 107  Hall A3 / Booth 301

Swift is the fastest screw-in ice screw in the world, 1.85 times faster than other ice screws. The twin thread structure simultaneously drills into the ice face, making the ice screw stand steady immediately. This allows the ice screw to spin a lot quicker. The superlight hanger and crank system contains hot-forged aluminum alloy hangers which are lighter than standard steel hangers.

www.kailasgears.com

The Rap Line II is the first accessory cord with a dynamic safety reserve. The cord is made from a combination of high-strength polyamide and aramid. It’s tested for two falls used as a twin rope in line with EN 892. Thanks to its low elongation values, it is suitable for hauling equipment or abseiling.

Hall B5 / Booth 328

Refillable stove system which does not require the user to take an additional gas canister. This stove includes a fuel tank that is refillable with isobutane gas. It is lightweight and compact, even with all required operational equipment. Easy to refill and easy to use. A pressure safety control system ensures safety whilst on the move. It’s innovative in design and helps prevent the improper disposal of fuel canisters in the outdoors.

Hall B5 / Booth 632

Snowfoot is a revolutionary snowshoe designed to conquer any terrain in any condition. Lightweight, compact and versatile, it allows an unprecedented range of movement on the steepest slopes. With innovative technology developed to maximize flotation and grip and an integrated alpine-inspired crampon system, Snowfoot is an all-in-one mobility tool that offers a breakthrough approach to mountain sports and professional work.

www.snowfoot.eu
Shot Evoluzione are iconic sunglasses, featuring a 7.6-inch wide polarized mirror lens and Nastek lenses with Nasa technology which allow UV block and up to 98.9% blue light control up to 98.9%. The extremely low weight (only 28 grams) combined with the extra width of the lens make these iconic sunglasses with temple angle regulation one of a kind, suitable for free fighters and speed addicted athletes.

BRIKO
SHOT EVOLUZIONE

Hall A4 / Booth 426+252

The Trident Winter is an all-round winter shoe. It provides comfortable and precise fit for approaches, has a dryedge waterproof, breathable membrane and a full PrimaLoft 200g insulation. Besides being perfect for snowshoeing, it’s also a great casual shoe for winter conditions thanks to its modern and stylish design.

MILLET
TRIDENT WINTER

Hall B5 / Booth 516

The first hands free shoe lacing ever, Treksta’s Zerotiefoot activated lacing system eliminates the need to bend, manually put-on and tighten your shoes. Roll your heel on the ground for lacing up, step on the release buckle to open the lacing again. Simplify with ZEROTIE.

TREKSTA
HANDS FREE 103 GTX

Hall A6 / Booth 512

It takes a full four days for a woman in the small Nepalese village of Kirtipur to knit one of these beautiful sweaters - by hand, of course. A limited collector’s piece, it’s super warm and made even more so by the PrimaLoft® Silver insulation in the torso, and the plush fleece lining in the hood, pockets, and collar. Perfect for music festivals, late nights by the campfire and dark winter days. One to treasure for a lifetime.

SHERPA ADVENTURE GEAR
KIRTIPUR SWEATER

Hall B6 / Booth 424

An ultimate performance down parka for Arctic conditions, designed for exceptional lifespan and minimum impact on the environment. The outer fabric is G-1000 Eco with G-1000 Heavy-Duty Eco reinforcements on exposed areas. Padded with ethically produced, 100% traceable down. The deep hood, large pockets, and other features are designed to offer dependable protection from the elements and for easy handling when wearing bulky gloves.

FJÄLLRÄVEN
EXPEDITION DOWN PARKA NO. 1

Hall A1 / Booth 520  Hall A6 / Booth 202
The powermonkey explorer 2 houses a powerful 6000mAh lithium battery and is capable of recharging an iPhone 6 up to three times, a GoPro Hero3+ four times, or a Garmin Edge 1000 four times, plus a plethora of other devices. Made from aluminum, this tough, rugged charger can support the weight of a Land Rover and has an IP rating of 67 thanks to the bespoke bathplug style cable connector system.

Hall A6 / Booth 418

The ultimate in breathable thermal protection, the Pulse Hybrid is performance-driven, fusing the latest in premium materials: Pertex® Quantum, Polartec® Alpha® and Polartec® Power Stretch®. The new Polartec Alpha 120g along torso and back is twice as warm but only 20% heavier. The featherlight Pertex Quantum protects against showers without impeding the Alpha’s breathability while the Powerstretch side panels and arms keep movements free.

Hall B6 / Booth 510

Barrier Pro Belay is Haglöfs’ warmest reinforcement jacket in its Mountain segment. It offers spacious fit since it is designed to be worn on top of a shell jacket at the summit or during a short break on the mountain. New this year is the pocket design that doubles as ventilation. The Barrier Pro Belay is a bluesign product.

Hall A6 / Booth 212

The Nuclei AR jacket is the culmination of Arc’teryx’ desire for a highly hydrophobic insulated jacket that maximizes its warmth-to-weight ratio in the most compact form possible. Alpinists obsess over weight and bulk in an effort to increase efficiency. Arc’teryx used optimized design, construction and materials to create a versatile insulated jacket for those seeking a warm, hydrophobic garment that you will never hesitate to take into the mountains.

Hall B5 / Booth 308

Waterproof and breathable, recyclable three-layer shell jacket featuring recycled fabrics, a hydrophilic polyester membrane and fluorcarbon-free DWR. Its fit is designed for comfort and style in the urban setting just as well as for a powderday in the backcountry. Features include fully taped seams, water-repellent zips, single-hand two-way adjustable and helmet-compatible hood, removable powder gaiter and a lot more.

Hall A6 / Booth 232
The new Topper Station top-rope anchor from EDELRID reduces rope wear, avoids tangles, and improves safety thanks to a gate that prevents double clipping and accidental unhinging.

**Hall B5 / Booth 328**

The Comfort Plus features a Dual Layer construction: two independent high-resolution offset layers of Air Sprung Cell™ distributing your body weight and shape over more cells. Exkin Platinum® thermal technology radiates lost heat back to the user. Thermolite® insulation prevents convective heat loss from your warm body to the cold ground. The Dual Layer design also ensures a level of built-in redundancy.

**Hall A6 / Booth 314**

The Scrubba wash bag is the world’s smallest and lightest portable washing machine for travel and camping.

**Hall C4 / Booth 407-6**

A brand new adjusting concept which enables the length of the pole to be easily and quickly adjusted via a button on the grip.

**Hall A4 / Booth 300+400**

20L pack designed to offer freedom of movement while ski touring, mountaineering or poling in alpine environments.

**Hall A1 / Booth 209**

The ARS anti-slip sole works similar to a ski touring skin, offering maximum grip.

**Hall A5 / Booth 144**

Lightweight and versatile travel gear that folds away when not in use. Can be used as trolley, rucksack, bag, or duffel.

**Hall B4 / Booth 534**

Innovative temperature control products that help the body prepare, maximize performance and reduce recovery time.

**Hall B5 / Booth 534**
With its accompanying app, the Zlagboard enables climbers to train efficiently and compete with others.

Hall A1 / Booth 423

The indispensable safety kit for skiing on a glacier including the equipment necessary for crevasse rescue, rappelling, or roping up on skis to traverse a crevasse zone.

Hall B5 / Booth 410

The Optimus Polaris delivers excellent cooking performance with liquid fuels and gas, without having to change the jet.

Hall A6 / Booth 524

PISTENBOCK® is a newly developed steerable and spring-loaded sledge with brakes, suitable for all both children and adults.

www.pistenbock.de

Hall B5 / Booth 302

2-in-1 expedition boot with best drying, venting, and insulation properties. The Nordwand 2.1 High is the first mountaineering boot with Boa® closure.

Hall B5 / Booth 402

A multifunctional ice axe for technical mountaineering, bridging the gap between technical ice tool and classical piolet.

Hall A1 / Booth 520

PISTENBOCK

MOD. JUNIOR, SOLO U. DUO

The ultra light active shirt for all-round use is based on bandavej’s double-layer technology for unmatched wicking performance and breathability.

Hall B3 / Booth 211

PETZL

RAD SYSTEM

This pant offers unrestricted movement when climbing and bouldering, but it’s also a stylish pant to wear in the city.

www.kailasgears.com

Hall B5 / Booth 410

Double positioning lanyard with one fixed and one adjustable arm.

Hall B5 / Booth 402

The ultra light active shirt for all-round use is based on bandavej’s double-layer technology for unmatched wicking performance and breathability.

Hall B3 / Booth 211

PETZL

DUAL CONNECT ADJUST

The ultra light active shirt for all-round use is based on bandavej’s double-layer technology for unmatched wicking performance and breathability.

Hall B3 / Booth 211

PETZL

DUAL CONNECT ADJUST

The ultra light active shirt for all-round use is based on bandavej’s double-layer technology for unmatched wicking performance and breathability.

Hall B3 / Booth 211
SALEWA
SPEED ASCENT GTX

Salewa’s Speed Ascent GTX gets you hiking faster, easier and blister-free - ultimate comfort, even in wet conditions.

Hall A1 Booth 520 Hall B5 Booth 402

ÖKO H2O
ÖKO ODYSSEY

Öko Odyssey is the world’s only 6-in-1 water bottle. It features two filters, a storage unit and a flashlight/lantern.

www.okoh2o.com

NITECORE
EXPLORER SERIES EC4S

The first patented die-cast outdoor torch with the smallest size/weight ratio, brightest output (2,000lm), and longest runtime.

www.nitecore.de

COLUMBIA
VENTFREAK OUTDRY

Ventfreak OutDry offers 360-degree waterproof breathability, comfort and traction to take you off-road in any season.

Hall B6 / Booth 308

FENIX
CAMP LANTERN CL20

Designed with all-season campers in mind, the CL20 camping lantern ensures optimum performance in all conditions.

Hall B5 / Booth 622

ICEBREAKER
HELIX LS ZIP HOOD

Helix LS Zip Hood is a MerinoLoft-insulated jacket with a recycled polyester DWR outer shell.

Hall B6 / Booth 412

YETI
CIRRUS

Outstanding components and innovative workmanship made possible the creation of the lightest down jacket in the world.

Hall A6 / Booth 324

YETI
MODE

The first jacket in the world made from eco-friendly, plant-based nylon. Filled with non-absorbing Crystal Down Dry.

Hall A6 / Booth 324

FJÄLLRÄVEN
KEB ECO-SHELL ANORAK

Technical hardshell anorak for demanding outdoor activities. Waterproof, breathable, and sustainable.

Hall A1 / Booth 520 Hall A6 / Booth 202

BERGHHAUS
BAFFIN ISLAND JACKET

The ultimate winter shell, this jacket provides hard-working users the perfect mix of weight, protection and breathability.

Hall B6 / Booth 312
ICE-KEY
ICE-KEY TAG
The Ice-Key Tag is a safety device carrying all personal and medical data based on NFC technology.
Hall A4 / Booth 534

MAMMUT
SPHERE EIGERJOCH 3-SEASON
Lightweight down sleeping bag, developed for use in combination with a down jacket in order to save weight.
Hall B5 / Booth 302

MAMALIA
OUTDOORJACKET FOR TWO
With the mamalila outdoor jacket for two, outdoor Moms can simply take their baby under the jacket and enjoy being outside.
Hall A6 / Booth 246

PEAKHUNTER
PEAKHUNTER
Peakhunter is the premiere global summit logging app. Conquer peaks and prove it. No cell coverage needed & low battery use.
www.peakhunter.com

HELINOX
SWIVEL CHAIR
A lightweight portable camp or backpacking chair with 360-degree swivel seat.
Hall A6 / Booth 433

DESCENTE
INNER SURFACE TECHNOLOGY PARAHOOD JACKET
Shell jacket with a new highly sophisticated ventilation system for temperature and humidity control.
Hall B1 / Booth 200

ICE-KEY
ICE-KEY TAG

MAMMUT
SPHERE EIGERJOCH 3-SEASON

MAMALIA
OUTDOORJACKET FOR TWO

PEAKHUNTER
PEAKHUNTER

HELINOX
SWIVEL CHAIR

DESCENTE
INNER SURFACE TECHNOLOGY PARAHOOD JACKET
MARKER
KINGPIN

A revolutionary pin-tech binding: The radically new and unique heel piece offers the same protection standard as classic alpine bindings. The XXL Power Transmitter on the heel piece and the powerful toe piece (Sixpack Power Springs), combined with the very wide drill pattern of the KINGPIN, deliver unparalleled power transmission to the ski. The binding meets Marker’s famous protection standard, TÜV-certified based on DIN ISO 13992-2007.

Hall A5 / Booth 402

ORTOVOX
SAFETY ACADEMY MOUNTAIN 3D

SAM - Safety Academy Mountain 3D - is an educational learning tool that encloses all relevant slope aspects real mountains can offer. In an entertaining way, the user will learn the basics of tour planning, risk management, recognizing danger signals, and also avalanche assessment. A handbook full of learning tasks guides the user through real tour planning processes, can be used in a fun way that makes understanding easy.

Hall B5 / Booth 228

EVOC
FR SKID

Extra protection for small athletes: With the FR SKID, EVOC now offers the first protector backpack for athletes of approximately 140 to 155cm in height. The key element of the backpack is the ultra-lightweight, CE-certified Liteshield Back Protector (EN 1621-2) tested and certified by TÜV SÜD. Including all necessary features, this backpack is a perfect companion in the snow.

Hall A3 / Booth 303

ODLO
EVOLUTION BLACKCOMB WARM UNDERWEAR

Evolution Blackcomb Warm is functional, seamless underwear in a new dimension: Trendy jacquard patterns with animal look or camouflage design, fresh color combinations, and unique wearing comfort make Evolution Blackcomb the must-have for passionate athletes. In addition, 38% recycled polyester are used for the production.

Hall B3 / Booth 302
Meidjo is a globally patented step-in telemark binding which is very easy to fit. At 440g, it’s the lightest binding, weighing half of similar products on the market. Meidjo has a low-tech toe interface and is a true free-pivot binding specifically designed for telemark skiing. Meidjo is safe and features an adjustable release system to protect the knees. Integrated in the heel piece is a sensor that allows you to find a lost ski from a distance up to 30 meters.

Hall A3 / Booth 420A

The MTN Lab is developed for and by Salomon’s Mountain Collective. Superior skiing performance comes from an Oversized Pivot for direct energy transmission, a Carbon Spine for rearward support when skiing, and the horizontal Surelock mechanism which ensures that the boots won’t unlock accidentally. Salomon used its Custom Fit 3D full thermo liner, and its venerable fit DNA to ensure precise and personalized fit.

Hall A1 / Booth 209  Hall A4 / Booth 402+502

Carbon Skate Lab is a radical departure from any Nordic boot on the market today, shattering the limits of performance, low weight, and fit. The full carbon shell sculpted around a 3D pre-shaped liner delivers a new standard in energy transmission and ski feel, along with drastically less weight (900g) and a level of comfort never felt before. Worldcup-proven with more than 70 athletes over three years, Carbon Skate Lab is the future of faster skiing.

Hall A1 Booth 209  A4  Booth 402+502

Hydrophobic N333p-X nylon maintains drier and warmer hands by resisting water absorption, and it reduces heat loss through conduction. The Lithic glove uses three types of PrimaLoft insulation to meet different warmth needs and maintains dexterity and grip. TPU reinforcements provide additional grip and abrasion resistance.

Hall B5 / Booth 308

Aerospace is the first goggle working just as well during both ascent and descent. This goggle is meant to be used on approach routes. To avoid fogging during ascents, the SuperFlow System enables the lens to slide forward for greater ventilation, while the eyes remain perfectly protected from the sun. When it’s time for descent, simply pull the lens back towards the goggle and enjoy total comfort.

Hall A3 / Booth 415
The Rooster Discesa RS helmet is Sweet Protection’s second-generation helmet to meet the new F.I.S. RH 2013 standard for ski racing. It’s developed in close cooperation with Aksel Lund Svindal and offers several unique safety features, while still being low-volume and lightweight.

Hall A3 / Booth 407

A versatile insulation piece with great breathability. With a full-zip solution, these 3/4-length pants can easily be put on and taken off without taking off your boots. The face fabric is lightweight, and Polartec Alpha® makes for great breathability. Custom fit makes the pants comfortable and easily adjustable. They are the perfect companion on colder days.

Hall A3 / Booth 401

A revolutionary DryDyed eco-friendly technical ski jacket, the first time ever made from woven material. Made entirely from recycled or mechanically recyclable polyester, with all the functionality and protection you need. This jacket with hollow fibers and ThermoCool® padding in two different fiber-counts is waterproof, breathable, and durable with microclimate body temperature control.

Hall B1 / Booth 304

High-performance down jacket with all the proven heat-welded, non-quilted, seam-taped construction features for superior warmth and dryness. This year, the jacket also features the uniquely new and clever StreamLine system, which doubles as a design accent on chest and Para-Hood to channel water away from pocket openings and face. The outer fabric is made of four-way Dermizax Micro Stretch, and Heat Navi converts light into heat for added warmth.

Hall B1 / Booth 200  Hall B2 / Booth 213

The Mission Pants are Black Diamond’s fully equipped Gore-Tex® ski pants, outfitted for back-country use with the patent-pending PIEPS Pocket™. A partnership between Black Diamond and PIEPS™, this protective and universal beacon pocket is anchored to an integrated webbing waistbelt. When used as directed, the PIEPS Pocket™ provides an innovative and quick-access alternative to the traditional chest harness for faster access and better comfort.

Hall B5 / Booth 208
This new rental product is set to revolutionize skiing for cold-sensitive skiers. The heated ski boots are comfortable thanks to the heating system integrated in the liner. In addition, the boots feature a 3D insole for great fit and foot support. The liner’s integrated heating system is extremely user-friendly to both skiers and shops. It’s easy to use and charge, offers three heating levels, and it’s available for men and women.

Hall A4 / Booth 222

All-Mountain ski with a shear-thickening material that allows for variable dampening. Incorporated into the core during layup, the special material provides low dampening during low-impact, low-intensity, soft skiing. As your skiing becomes faster, more energetic or conditions become harder, the ski adapts automatically and provides significantly higher dampening to smoothen, control, and stabilize the ride.

www.renounskicompany.com

The ski’s construction is completely new due to the dual shaped metal of the new Amphibio 4D technology, a combination of woodcore and shaped Ti. In combination with the Amphibio Profile, it provides supreme all-mountain versatility and edge precision. The Amphibio® Profile ensures edge grip and easy turning; the Dual Shaped Ti guarantees precise entry and quick exit. Additionally, vibrations are reduced by 30% and the thinner profile reduces weight by 10%.

Hall A1 / Booth 217  Hall A5 / Booth 214 +216

This revolutionary adhesive full-length ski base attachment powered by Fischer’s Crown Technology allows you to lengthen your uphill stride and it provides permanent grip in all conditions. PROFOIL is made from a waterproof material that prevents water absorption, thus eliminating weight gain while ascending. With PROFOIL, you reach the summit faster, at the same time you will experience an entirely new sensation of comfort and performance.

Hall A4 / Booth 202

The best of both worlds: lightweight on the inside, with all the characteristics of a freeride-oriented downhill ski on the outside. The Jackdaw is a reliable buddy on extended trips. The medium freeride width provides enough buoyancy for slopes covered in deep snow. Thanks to the construction with full rocker, tip & tail taper, and a slightly tighter set-up, the Jackdaw is an easy ride. Even in varying snow conditions, it’s all fun and games!

Hall A1 / Booth 520
JACK WOLFSKIN

WHITELINE TEXAPORE 3IN1 PANTS

The Whiteline Texapore 3-in-1 pants for men and women complement the 3-in-1 outfit of jacket and gloves.

Hall B6 / Booth 302+ 402

HOLMENKOL

SKI TOUR WAX

Holmenkol’s complete line of waxes and treatment sprays for touring skis, designed for more efficient ascents and trouble-free skinning.

Hall A5 / Booth 110

XNOWMATE

SMART BOOTS

Xnowmate Smart Boots are a snow boot revolution. Foldable and lightweight, they can be used everywhere, anytime.

Hall A5 / Booth 541

LANGE

XT 130 LV

The new powerful all-mountain/free boot to enjoy versatility and ultimate control on every side of the mountain.

Hall A4 / Booth 112+212

NORDICA

DOBERMANN GP 130

The Nordica Dobermann GP is launched to be the most anatomical high-performance boot on the market.

Hall A5 / Booth 302

THE NORTH FACE

ABS MODULATOR

The world’s first fully modular ABS airbag system compatible with 95% of backpacks available on the market. Includes an integrated harness system and ABS component housing.

Hall B6 / Booth 202

MAMMUT

ULTRALIGHT REMOVABLE AIRBAG

Weighing in at about 1720 g (with carbon cartridge), the Ultralight Removable Airbag is one of the lightest airbags on the market.

Hall B5 / Booth 302

BACKCOUNTRY ACCESS

BC LINK

BCA’s winterized FRS/GMRS radio with remote Smart Mic.

Hall B5 / Booth 210

MILLET

MATRIX 25

Backpack for alpine ski touring. Innovative, transgressive in terms of advanced technical features and asymmetric design.

Hall B5 / Booth 516

G3

ION LT 12

ION indicates a new generation of pin-tech touring bindings from G3. The ION LT 12 is the sleeker, lighter, brakeless version.

Hall A3 / Booth 504
SCARPA S.P.A.

FREEDOM RS

The Freedom RS combines performance, lightness, and even more performance.

Hall B5 / Booth 216

EASYSTAND 3D

SKIBOOTS

Skiboots branded Easystand offer a higher, adjustable stand in the toe than in the heel. The boots are partially produced by 3D printers.

Hall A4 / Booth UE.1a

SALOMON

CARBON SKATE LAB SKI

Carbon Skate Lab is a radical shift in the way Nordic skis are constructed, opening a new premium era of WC level performance.

Hall A1 / Booth 209

POC

SUPER PALM COMP

The Super Palm Comp is a dedicated ski racing glove that offers a high level of protection, comfort, and grip.

Hall A1 / Booth 405

GIRO

CONTACT

New EXV goggle makes it easier than ever to adapt to changing conditions instantly thanks to its auto-fitting magnets.

Hall A1 / Booth 305

DYNAFIT

KHIÖN CARBON MS

Khion brings the downhill performance of an alpine racing boot to the free-touring segment, offering precision, progression, lightness, walkability, and easy handling.

Hall B5 / Booth 408

LEKI LENHART GMBH

RACE SHARK

Ultra-light race pole made of 100% high-modular carbon fibres with Trigger Shark 2.0 custom-fit grip/strap technology.

Hall A5 / Booth 500

ATOMIC

PRO SKINTEC

The Skintec technology is designed to offer skiers the feel of a perfectly waxed ski without the need to kick wax.

Hall A4 / Booth 302

LEKI

NORDIC RACE SHARK

Sportive, thin Nordic glove with a pre-curved shape, Windstopper and Trigger Shark Loop for direct grip connection.

Hall A5 / Booth 500

YNIQ EYEWEAR

MODEL FOUR

Luxury goggle with stylish, innovative, and patented design for an extreme peripheral field of vision.

Hall B1 / Booth 101
**BRIKO VULCANO FIS 6.8 JUNIOR**

Vulcano FIS 6.8 JR is the safest junior race helmet. It complies with the FIS World Cup 6.8 standard with adjustable sizes.

Hall A4 / Booth 426

**UVEX JAKK+**

The uvex jakk+ helmet with patented Octo+ adaption system attaches itself firmly to your head and adapts automatically.

Hall A4 / Booth 422

**POC AURIC**

The Auric helmet has a multi-impact EPP liner and was specifically developed for park and pipe riding.

Hall A1 / Booth 405

**FUSALP MONTANA JACKET AND PANT**

The Morzine ski jacket is a chic and slim-fitting, versatile jacket for both on- and off-slope skiing.

Hall B1 / Booth 320

**PYUA WOMEN’S ASCEND**

Technical fleece midlayer made of recycled fibers, engineered for ski touring and other active sports in cold conditions.

Hall A1 / Booth 520

**SAFALP MONTANA JACKET AND PANT**

The S-LAB X Alp Baffled Down Jacket is a garment specifically designed to provide warmth during alpine assaults.

Hall A1 / Booth 209

**JACK WOLFSKIN TEXAPORE DOWNSHELL TEC JKT M/W**

The Texapore Downshell Tec Jacket for men and women is the first 100% waterproof down jacket with a high-performance construction.

Hall B6 / Booth 302+402

**PEAK PERFORMANCE HELI VERTICAL SUIT**

A lightweight, durable three-layer one-piece suit made of new Gore-Tex® C-Knit fabric for excellent comfort and performance.

Hall B1 / Booth 304

**SALEWA SESVENNA HYBRID WOOL JACKET**

This jacket combines weather-repellent schoeller® high-tech material with clever body mapping. An ideal combination for mountaineers.

Hall A1 / Booth 520

**PYUA MEN’S BREAKOUT-Y**

Lightweight yet rugged, three-layer ski touring jacket with attention to detail like a unique hood adjustment and ventilation zip.

Hall A1 / Booth 520

Hall A3 / Booth 413

---
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The most advanced, portable, and easy-to-use custom insole center made to date.

The new RTM 84 UVO comes with an enormously wide range of use and extreme sportiness in any terrain.

Modern on-piste ski for a new level of performance: extreme agility, supreme sportiness, and low weight.

The Pinnacle 95 featuring K2 Konic Technology optimizes ski weight distribution for unsurpassed freeride performance.

A two-zone adhesive layer combines extremely easy handling (red zone) and tough adhesion one the edges of the skin (blue zone).

The Wailer 112RP2 Tour1 will be one of the lightest and widest touring skis on the market.

The Vist Binding Junior: Innovative junior ski binding with a new locking and adjustment mechanism and an adjustable brake system.

This station for retail offers the tools to conduct a detailed analysis of the skier’s foot in order to find the best fitting ski boot.

The Atomic Vantage 90 CTI: This new progressive all-mountain ski is now lighter and stronger – and the first to feature Carbon Tank Mesh.

This new progressive all-mountain ski is now lighter and stronger – and the first to feature Carbon Tank Mesh.

This station for retail offers the tools to conduct a detailed analysis of the skier’s foot in order to find the best fitting ski boot.

The new RTM 84 UVO comes with an enormously wide range of use and extreme sportiness in any terrain.

Modern on-piste ski for a new level of performance: extreme agility, supreme sportiness, and low weight.

A two-zone adhesive layer combines extremely easy handling (red zone) and tough adhesion one the edges of the skin (blue zone).

The Wailer 112RP2 Tour1 will be one of the lightest and widest touring skis on the market.

The Vist Binding Junior: Innovative junior ski binding with a new locking and adjustment mechanism and an adjustable brake system.

This station for retail offers the tools to conduct a detailed analysis of the skier’s foot in order to find the best fitting ski boot.

The new RTM 84 UVO comes with an enormously wide range of use and extreme sportiness in any terrain.
Superlight touring ski with radical shape, unique technologies, and outstanding up-and downhill performance.

Hall A5 / Booth 402
The Polar M400 training computer is an exceptional blend of waterproof and sporty design, integrated GPS and 24/7 activity tracking. During training, the M400 not only shows the pace and distance, but also keeps tabs on the user’s personal bests, estimates their end time and helps to find their way back home with Back to Start feature. Bluetooth Smart enables easy sync with the Polar Flow app.

Polar M400

Hall B4 / Booth 301  Hall C1 / Booth 20

Designed for the booming ultra-distance running market, the Race Ultra 10 is an evolution of the award-winning Race Ultra Vest. Ten pockets provide greater storage and multiple hydration options. All pockets have been specifically designed and placed to ensure quick and easy access while still running. The lightweight Race Ultra 10 molds to the body, delivering a perfect fit, supreme comfort and zero bounce. Also available in a 5-liter version.

Inov-8 Race Ultra 10

Hall B6 / Booth 608

Built from Zero-Gravity foam and using On’s patented Swiss CloudTec technology, the Cloud is the lightest running shoe in the world, yet offers outstanding cushioning and impact protection. It combines the opposite characteristics of a cushioning shoe and a minimalist shoe in the same product. The result is a well-protected landing, a responsive takeoff and a feather-light running experience. The shoe also features a new adjustable easy-entry lacing system.

On Cloud

www.on-running.com

Train smarter and go farther with Surge, a sleek fitness super watch designed for all-day fitness. The built-in GPS tracks your distance, pace and elevation climbed, while continuous, wrist-based heart rate monitors measure the workout intensity and help reach your target zone. See steps, distance, calories burned, and heart rate right on your wrist - while staying connected with smartwatch features like call and text notifications and music control.

Fitbit Surge

Hall C1 / Booth 20+312
INOV-8
RACE ELITE MERINO LSZ
A premium running mid-layer that boasts two Merino wool qualities to deliver the ultimate in body heat regulation.

Hall B6 / Booth 608

INNOBAR
INNOBAR is a crunchy and healthy snack providing long lasting energy. Common sugars are replaced by Isomaltulose.

www.innosnack.de

ZAMST
ANKLE BRACE WITH FILMISTA TECHNOLOGY
ZAMST Ankle Brace with FILMISTA Technology is an innovative, ultra-thin reinforcement for athletes with ankle sprains.

Hall B4 / Booth 222

LED LENSER
NEO-SERIES
NEO is very bright with an extremely wide illumination area (16:9). It’s efficient and it looks great!

Hall B5 / Booth 518

INOV-8
TERRACLAW 250
The ultimate all-in-one off-road running shoe, the Terraclaw 250 excels on the widest range of trails imaginable.

Hall B6 / Booth 608

VAUDE
PRIMASOFT JACKET
The magic science of layering for biking: 3 zones x 4 layers + eco-friendly manufacturing = intelligent weather protection. In this new hybrid jacket, VAUDE combines Primaloft® padding with classic softshell material and a membrane. Features include articulated sleeves, sportive cut, breathable zones. 40g padding, stretch material, two front zip pockets, front zip, reflective elements and more.

Hall A1 / Booth 520
Hall B6 / Booth 408

INNOSNACK
INNOSNACK

Hall B6 / Booth 608

VAUDE
ALPHAPRO BIB PANTS
These close fitting bib pants with Polartec® Alpha padding offer outstanding heat retention and high breathability for high endurance touring in cold weather conditions.

Hall A1 / Booth 520
Hall B6 / Booth 408

CRAFT
SHIELD JERSEY

Hall B3 / Booth 402
NEW COMPONENTS

TRAILMECH
TRAILMECH XC

Bicycle hub with an innovative engagement mechanism, single speed or geared, offering six degrees of free movement.

www.trailmech.com

SEAB2
JACKET WITH INTEGRATED INFLATION

This jacket has an external, integrated, and concealed inflation system (automatic, manual and oral).

Hall C2 / Booth 209

INOV-8
RACE ULTRA SHELL

A transparent, waterproof shell for ultra and mountain runners wanting to race as fast and light as possible.

Hall B6 / Booth 608
Jabra Sport Pulse Wireless

Jabra Sport Wireless are wireless headphones with an integrated heart rate monitor, Dolby® sound and real-time voice coaching. It’s designed to monitor personal fitness level, adjust heart rate training zones, and set fitness goals. Its precision biometric heart rate monitor ensures personalized audio coaching to help improve workouts. Jabra Sport Pulse Wireless weigh only 16 grams, and they are sweat- and weatherproof with IP55 certification.

Hall C1 / Booth 411

Slashpipe

The Slashpipe is a multifunctional piece of sports equipment designed for physiotherapy and fitness. The Slashpipe can be used by children and adults, fit or out of shape. It comes in different sizes and weights to meet the demands of different workouts. The weight inside the Slashpipe is water. Its motion forces body muscles and coordination to react, which is an additional factor for a more effective workout.

Hall C1 / Booth 220

Garmin Vivoactive

vivoactive is a sport GPS smartwatch, which can also be used without a smartphone. It tracks your activities and enhances your active lifestyle with built-in apps for running, biking, swimming and golfing. It provides visual and vibrational alerts for notifications, calls, texts, emails and meetings. GPS and the color touch display are fused into an extremely thin and lightweight design while allowing up to 3 weeks battery life.

Hall B4 / Booth 502

TOMAHAWK
IC7 INDOOR CYCLE

The world’s most accurate power bike, and the only bike to incorporate color zone technology to maximize fitness testing and training. Featuring advanced digital technology and mechanical design, IC7 is as smart as it is strong, and it’s scientifically proven to deliver better training results faster.

www.indoorcycling-shop.com
SMARTSHAKE
SMARTSHAKE ORIGINAL
SmartShake: the world’s smartest shaker, a BPA- and DEHP-free multifunctional shaker bottle with three compartments.

Hall C1 / Booth 205

TEQBALL
TEQBALL
Teqball is an innovative sports tool and a new sport based on football. Designed to enhance technique, focus, and stamina.

Hall A1 / BN35

LIFE FITNESS
E1 TRACK+ CROSSTRAINER
The E1 crosstrainer offers an effective low-impact, comfortable, natural feel and quiet total-body workout.

www.lifefitness.de

FITBIT
CHARGE HR
Make every beat count with Charge HR, an advanced tracker that delivers 24/7 wrist-based heart rate and activity tracking.

Hall C1 / Booth 20+312

ANITA ACTIVE
SPORTS BRA DYNAMIX STAR
Highly functional sports bra with power X back. The wide opening allows for easy dressing and undressing.

www.anita.com

KUCHER&THUSBASS
DEALERCENTER ERETAIL-SYSTEM
The DealerCenter is the first digital advisory and selling tool for stationary retail.

www.kucherthusbass.de

POLAR
A300
Polar A300 is a fitness and activity monitor with waterproof design, changeable wristbands, and long battery life.

Hall B4 / Booth 301
Hall C1 / Booth 20
The Hubber is a modern and durable ski and snowboard helmet with many practical features. Picture wants to show that it’s possible to design efficient and good looking helmets with a small environmental footprint. 100% of the liner is made from recycled EPS (expandable polystyrene) collected from leading Japanese auto makers. In addition, the outer shell is made from PLA (polylactic acid), a polymer derived from corn, which is a renewable resource.

Hall A2 / Booth 203
TREKSTA
HANDS FREE 103 GTX

ZeroTie’s foot activated lacing system ties your shoe without the use of your hands or bending down to the feet. You slip on your shoe and slide the heel for lace-up. To release the lacing, you simply step on the release buckle. Thanks to Gore-Tex, the shoe is waterproof, breathable and moisture wicking. And with IceLock, a rubber sole with electrostatically aligned micro-glass filaments, it’s perfectly prepared for use in wet and icy conditions.

Hall A6 / Booth 512

MERINO MATRIX FOR PERFORMANCE MERINOV
HYDRO-DUCT

A new special finishing technology developed in partnership with AWI is used for the production of Hydro-Duct. It enables rapid absorption of moisture into the fabric and transfers it to the outside of the fabric where it evaporates. When applied to Merino wool, the fibers change from hydrophobic to highly hydrophilic-prone, resulting in the absorption of all moisture and providing great comfort during exercise.

Hall B3 / Booth 510

TOREAD
POLAR WORKBOOTS

Toread’s Polar Workboots are first of their kind to feature a one-piece outsole to midsole design that ensures complete, long-lasting waterproof insulation even in the most extreme conditions. Additionally, Toread’s innovative TiEF PRO waterproof fabric is used for the inner lining, maximizing breathability and durability, and allowing the inside of the shoe always to stay comfortable.

www.toreadsales.com

KAILAS
NIU A (7+)

The three-quarter length of the NiuA (7+) climbing pants makes footholds easier to see when working your way up a technically demanding climbing route. Made of quick-drying, durable, lightweight and elasticated Cordura fabric for high performance, the pants offer seamlessly laser-bonded 3D design at the knees and a diamond-shaped 3D crotch for freedom of movement. Equipped with a sturdy chalk bag loop, the Niu-A(7+) are great for climbing the crag.

www.kailasgears.com
FENIX
BIKE LIGHT BC30R

BC30R is a bike light featuring Fenix’ exclusive Dual Distance Beam System. The OLED display screen clearly shows the remaining runtime of the current output level and the battery level. To enable superior heat dissipation, it employs a cooling fins design. Utilizing two neutral white LEDs, it delivers an output of max. 1,600 lumen. Thanks to the easy switch design, it’s the ideal lighting device for night riding.

Hall B5 / Booth 622

KAILAS
SWIFT ICE SCREW

Swift is the fastest screw-in ice screw in the world, 1.85 times faster than other ice screws. The twin thread structure simultaneously drills into the ice face, making the ice screw stand steady immediately. This allows the ice screw to spin a lot quicker. The superlight hanger and crank system contains hot-forged aluminum alloy hangers, which are lighter than standard steel hangers.

www.kailasgears.com

TITTALLON
MEN’S 3D MULTI-OUTDOOR MID LAYER

Tittalion’s Phylex combines function, fashion, and innovation, making it a unique piece of clothing.

Hall C4 / Booth 413-2

TOREAD
TOREAD MOUNTAIN SUIT

Designed for high altitude climbing, this suit offers great insulation, low weight, and maximum safety.

www.toreadsales.com

GUANGDONG CAMEL
HIMALAYAN SERIES CAMEL JACKET

The CFC-Free Himalayan Series Camel Jacket is a two-piece, three-in-one jacket using Sympatex fabric from Germany and Sonora ecologically cotton from DuPont USA.

www.camel.com.cn

MAOGEAR
CRiUS

Compact, stylish and rugged headlamp running on two AAA batteries and providing strong light and focus.

Hall B1 / Booth 432

BLACKYAK
VSS DRIVEN GTX

VSS Driven GTX by Blackyak has a unique sole construction called VSS that minimizes injury and enhance the mobility with efficient energy utilization.

Hall B1 / Booth 314

BEIDOU
BEIDOU SATELLITE WATCH

The Beidou Satellite Watch uses Chinese navigation systems and incorporates a superior level of innovation and craftsmanship.

Hall B1 / Booth 142
**KAILAS MUTANT 35L**
The Mutant 35L combines all functions needed for sports like technical climbing, rock climbing, and ice climbing.

www.kailasgears.com

---

**KOLOVA CUBE, TABLETOP STOVE**
Tabletop stove with a clean and modern design, reduced in size with a detachable pot support to provide easy cooking.

Hall B5 / Booth 632

---

**KAILAS ENTHEOS**
The world’s only technical ice axe entirely made using CNC technology, with CNC providing great accuracy and stability.

www.kailasgears.com

---

**CHENGDU DUOJI SHENAO CHAINSAW (DJCS)**
The Shenao Chainsaw has a 440 stainless steel, extra light, portable, two-sided saw blade that is evidently sharper and more durable thanks to a unique quenching treatment.

Hall B / Booth 2309

---

**ZELERITAZ RACING SPORTS BLT - 608 BEARING RELEASOR TOOL**
The BLT is a unique and innovative tool specifically designed for the quick and easy release of 608 bearings.

Hall B3 / Booth 242

---

**ORIVER XFORCE**
Super lightweight ski goggle with an extra wide field of vision and great fit. The XForce is easy to use and offers all features needed for a great experience on the slopes.

Hall C4 / Booth 306

---

**KAILAS MOUNTAIN 600**
The Kailas Mountain 600 is a lightweight, goose-down sleeping bag for cold weather and alpine mountaineering.

www.kailasgears.com